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1.  ELEVATE YOUR FEES TO PRO STATUS
Meeting planners, conference producers, association executives and corporate 
decision-makers want to hire true experts – not beginners, dabblers, or amateurs. Problem 
is – many speakers position themselves as amateurs by charging fees that are too low
and damage their credibility.

From Smart Meetings magazine, here’s a breakdown of what
meeting executives thought of speakers at the following fee levels:

1. Unpaid: “Mediocre at best, just starting out”
2. $1,000-$2,500: “At this level, you get what you pay for”
3. $2,500-$5,000: “These speakers are in transition from part-time”
4. $5,000-$10,000: “You are hiring a true professional”
5. $10,000+ “NY Times bestseller, celebrity or marquee name”

ACTION STEP: Increase your fees immediately to $4,500 per day or more. Charge less, 
and you’ll both earn less money AND get hired less often. A bad combination. Start quoting 
higher fees and those fees will become a filter for the prospects and clients whom you
want to work with. Premium clients are attracted to premium experts and they expect to pay 
premium fees. 

REVENUE IMPACT: 2x-4x if you’ve been getting $1,000 - $2,500 per program (keynote, 
seminar, workshop, training day.)

Book your free 1-1 Speaker Strategy Consult at www.doitmarketing.com/call



2. LASER FOCUS YOUR EXPERTISE
There’s no such thing as a generic solution to a specific problem. And ALL of our buyers 
and audiences have specific problems. So if you come across their radar as a “generalist” 
speaker, expert, or consultant, you’ll immediately be passed over as a commodity.

Even when you are hired, it’s almost always a price-driven sale and these clients are the 
hardest to please, the most demanding, and they nitpick, argue, micromanage, and make 
your life extremely unpleasant.

Once you clarify your expertise, make some decisions, and really hone in on EXACTLY 
whom you want to serve and EXACTLY what problems you solve, you escape the 
price-driven sale.

You are now filtering and sorting your prospects and choosing whom you’d like to work 
with. No convincing, no persuading. You made the leap to high-fee expert by offering LESS, 
not more.

IMMEDIATE ACTION STEP: Transform your generic-sounding programs down to 3-4 
well-branded topics in your "integrated product suite" and drop the Chinese menu!

REVENUE IMPACT: Specialists get hired more often, more quickly, and at higher fees. 
Adds minimum of $25K-$50K earning power.

Book your free 1-1 Speaker Strategy Consult at www.doitmarketing.com/call



3. STOP SMALL POTATOES THINKING/DOING
What is “small potatoes” thinking? It is settling for speaking at local chambers, libraries, and 
business organizations filled with broke-ass losers with no overall game plan to target 
profit-rich niche groups on a national level and build your revenue generating machine
for ALL your investable opportunities, including paid professional speaking, training, 
consulting, coaching, online courses, retreats, CEO roundtables, high-fee mentor 
programs, masterminds, etc.

“Small potatoes” doing causes gaps in not having a repeatable, reliable marketing process, 
hit or miss execution, very little followthrough with little to no proactive selling - too much 
distraction and falling back on reactive "catch as catch can" marketing and taking on 
random low-fee opportunities as they fall in your lap.

Sometimes, this “small potatoes” syndrome is caused by feeling like “you’re just starting 
out” or you’re “not worthy” or you have to “pay your dues” first. This is complete nonsense. 
And it’s wrong.

IMMEDIATE ACTION STEP: Reboot your self-image as a nationallevel expert. Stop 
marketing locally, where you’re “just another consultant,” and start marketing and building 
relationships on a national level, where the fees and opportunities are far greater.

REVENUE IMPACT: National experts typically quote (and get) fees that are 150%-500% 
what their “local yokel” counterparts get.

Book your free 1-1 Speaker Strategy Consult at www.doitmarketing.com/call



4. PROFESSIONALIZE YOUR SELLING
5-figure speakers typically lack a target market focus and sometimes don’t even know who 
their most relevant buyers are. It is very hard to hit a target that you cannot see.

What you need is a far more effective and efficient approach that involves finding specific 
decision-makers at specific corporations, associations, and groups using you new 
laser-focused value prop. High relevance. High value. High fee.

How? Create what I call an “Active 20” prospect list. These are 20 specific buyers at 20 
specific organizations that you want to speak for or work with. You actively reach out to them.

You find them via Google, Linkedin, industry databases, strategic introductions, referrals, 
and then you connect with them in a hightrust, high-touch campaign. Not to sell them. But to 
serve them in a well-organized multi-step relationship-building sales campaign.

IMMEDIATE ACTION STEP: Spend an afternoon researching to find 20 specific decision 
makers at 20 target organizations you’d like to “hire” as your next client. Map out a campaign 
where you can offer value and invite engagement. Track your progress.

REVENUE IMPACT: Moving away from a reactive, random sales process to a proactive, 
highly targeted sales system can double your selling power almost overnight: 
Adds $50K or more.

Book your free 1-1 Speaker Strategy Consult at www.doitmarketing.com/call



5. MONETIZE THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE

The Golden Triangle involves Speaking which leads to client awareness of a problem. At that 
point, they’ll want a Training solution to give them the skills and competencies to solve the
problems raised in your speech. Finally, once they have the skills, they need to go deeper 
into long-term behavior change and only a Consulting or Coaching engagement can 
provide that outcome over a sustained period of time.

IMMEDIATE ACTION STEP: Ensure you have a service menu that includes all 3 sides of the 
Golden Triangle business model.

REVENUE IMPACT: If every speaking engagement had a back-end training or coaching 
offer, you’d boost income by 200%-300%.

Book your free 1-1 Speaker Strategy Consult at www.doitmarketing.com/call



6. MAXIMIZE YOUR REVENUE PIE

Speaking is only one pie slice. Maximize your revenue with online courses, webinars, sales 
funnels, consulting packages, leverage the power of publishing, and master copywriting so 
your offers are irresistibly relevant, valuable, and attractive to your ideal clients.

IMMEDIATE ACTION STEP: Choose one new pie slice and focus on monetizing it over the 
next 30-60 days. Imperfect action is the name of this game. See how much cash you can 
bring in quickly.

REVENUE IMPACT: Scalable, high-fee programs and services can boost revenue anywhere 
from $10K-$20K per month.

Book your free 1-1 Speaker Strategy Consult at www.doitmarketing.com/call



WHAT’S NEXT?
Thank you for downloading this Action Guide.

Next, grab three in-depth training videos - FREE: Speaker Profit Blueprint: How to Get 
More Speaking Gigs, Have More Fun, Make More Money

As a full-time professional speaker who spent almost a full year “on the other side of 
the table” booking speakers for 160+ events, I want to give you the keys to...

Powerfully brand your speaking business (from your "verbal business card" 
to your program titles, taglines, brands, and subbrands so you get a focused, 
clear, and consistent package)

Precisely target your most relevant associations, groups, and conferences 
(so you stop spinning your wheels and finally develop your strong "home base" 
of credibility, repeatability, and referrability)

Effortlessly connect you to your highest-probability prospects (who are 
eager to hear from you, look forward to your communications, and who 
consider you a true partner and not a peddler when it comes to solving their 
urgent, pervasive, and expensive problems)

www.SpeakerProfitBlueprint.com

Book your free 1-1 Speaker Strategy Consult at www.doitmarketing.com/call


